We propose a new framework called Noise2Blur (N2B) for training robust image denoising models without precollected paired noisy/clean images. The training of the model requires only some (or even one) noisy images, some random unpaired clean images, and noise-free but blurred labels obtained by predefined filtering of the noisy images. The N2B model consists of two parts: a denoising network and a noise extraction network. First, the noise extraction network learns to output a noise map using the noise information from the denoising network under the guidence of the blurred labels. Then, the noise map is added to a clean image to generate a new "noisy/clean" image pair. Using the new image pair, the denoising network learns to generate clean and high-quality images from noisy observations. These two networks are trained simultaneously and mutually aid each other to learn the mappings of noise to clean/blur. Experiments on several denoising tasks show that the denoising performance of N2B is close to that of other denoising CNNs trained with pre-collected paired data.
Introduction
Image denoising, which aims to restore a high-quality image from its degraded observation, is a fundamental problem in image processing. Noise is inherent to many imaging system, such as synthetic aperture radar images [20] , undersampled magnetic resonance images [11] and ultrasound images [36, 15] . Noise often severely degrades the image, resulting in the loss of important image content. In real imaging systems, image noise comes from multiple sources, such as capturing instruments, data transmission media or subsequent post-processing. Such complicated generation processes makes it difficult to estimate the latent noise model and recover the clean image from the noisy observation.
A large variety of denoising algorithms have been de- [22] trains the network using pairs of independent noisy measurements of the same target. (c) Noise2Void [17] uses just individual noisy images as training data. (d) Our Noise2Blur needs some unpaired noise and clean images, as well as blurred counterparts of the noisy images to generate supervision.
veloped to deal with image noise. Traditional denoising methods (e.g. BM3D [8] ) exploit a property of the noise or image structure to help denoising. These methods require accurate image model definitions, thus performance is limited in real-world cases. Modern denoising methods often employ convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to learn the mapping function from noise to clean on a large collection of noisy/clean image pairs. The performance of CNN de-noisers are highly dependent on whether the distributions of training noise and test noise are well matched. Since pairs of real noisy/clean images are often impossible to obtain, CNN denoisers are mostly trained on synthesized data. In addition, the real noise degradation process is usually complex or unknown, so that the synthesized noise distribution can deviate severely from the real noise distribution. As a result, CNN denoisers are easily over-fitted to simple synthetic noise (e.g. Gaussian noise, Poisson noise) and generalize poorly to the real-world noisy images with more complicated noise.
In this paper, we propose Noise2Blur (N2B), a training scheme that overcomes the above problems. The training of N2B model does not need access to estimation of noise and pre-collected paired data. It only requires some unpaired noisy images and clean images, which is easy to implement in most practical applications. Although the images we have are unpaired, we can extract information from them to generate supervision for the denoising process. Our N2B model consists of two subnetworks, i.e. denoising and noise extraction. The noisy inputs are first transformed into noisefree but blurred images by general filtering techniques (e.g. Gaussian filter, median filter). We use the noisy/blurred image pair to guide the noise extraction network to roughly extract noise from its input ("noise-to-blur"). The denoising network is then trained using a new noisy/clean image pair obtained by adding the extracted noise to a random clean image ("noise-to-clean"). With a simple gradient interruption operation, the denoising network eventually converges to the "noise-to-clean" objective, while the noise extraction network learns to finely extract the noise. On the other hand, the training of N2B model has no requirement on the number of noisy images; even if only one noisy image of size 512 × 512 is available, a denosing network with strong generalization can be trained. Through experiments on several datasets, we demonstrate the effectiveness of N2B. Even though we train with unpaired data, the denoising performance of the N2B model is still close to that of other denoising CNNs trained with pre-collected paired data.
Related work
In general, image denoising methods can be categorized into model-based methods and learning-based methods.
Model-based methods, which contains the most traditional image denoising methods, exploit the image priors about the underlying signal, such as self-similarity [8] , smoothness [5] or sparsity [10, 25] . Along this line, anisotropic diffusion [28] , total variation denoising [30] and wavelet coring [32] use the particular statistical regularities of images to recorve a clean image from noisy input. Later, the non-local self-similarity (NSS) prior [8, 4, 24, 21] , which arises from the fact that a image contains many similar yet non-local patches, was widely used for image denois-ing. Some well-known NSS based method include BM3D [8] and NLM [4] . Other methods, such as Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [42, 41, 27] and dictionary learning [9] had also been applied to model the noise distribution. The performance of these model-based methods is depend on the accuracy of their prior assumptions. Once they encounter a dataset with an unknown noise distribution, their performance is limited.
Learning-based methods have achieved state-of-the-art denoising results through deep convolutional neural networks [2, 18, 37, 3] . In [38] , Zhang et al. propose DnCNN that employs a very deep CNN to remove different levels of Gaussian noise. In [39] , Zhang et al. exploit a tunable noise level map as the input to help the performance of a non-blind denoising network. In [14] , Guo et al. develop CBDNet that consists of one noise level estimator and one non-blind denoising network to handle diverse noise. The training of these CNNs requires a large amount of paired data, which makes it difficult for them to be applied in practical tasks. Later, Lehtinen et al. [22] demonstrate that clean targets can be absent. Their Noise2Noise training scheme allows the network to learn the mapping between two instances of the noisy image containing the same signal. However, the acquisition of two noisy realizations of the same image content is often impractical. More recently, Krull et al. [17] extend Noise2Noise and propose a selfsupervised method that can train a denoiser using only individual noisy images, namely Noise2Void (N2V). The effectiveness of N2V is based on a strong assumption that pixels values of the noise is zero mean and independent between pixels. Krull et al. further points out that N2V fails to remove noise that violates their assumptions, such as structured noise and signal-dependent noise. In this respect, our N2B can be used to handle almost any type of noise as long as there are some unpaired noisy/clean images.
Proposed method
For denoising problems, the image degradation model is typically assumed as x = y + n [12, 17] . Image denoising attempts to restore the noise-free image y from its noisy observation x by removing the noise n. This inverse problem is tricky because the statistical information of noise is often unknown ("blind") in real-world applications. Here, we propose Noise2Blur (N2B), a training framework for blind denoising. Unlike previous denoising methods [14, 39, 6] , N2B training requires neither a large amount of pre-collected paired data nor an estimate of the noise model. The only prerequisite is some unpaired noise and clean images, which is easy to obtain. The basic idea of our approach is to extract noise directly from noisy data to construct a paired training data for denoising. This is done by two networks: one for denoising and the other for noise extraction. To begin training, we use blurred labels to gen- We add noise map extracted by the N2B model to a random clean image to generate a new "noise-to-clean" objective. The N2B model is then divided into a denoising network (DnNet) and a noise extraction network (NENet). We use the DnNet to learn "noise-to-clean", while NENet is supervised by "noise-to-blur". These two networks cyclically use each other's knowledge to promote their own learning. The red line "→" means that it can only propagate forward but the gradient cannot be backpropagated. erate the necessary supervision, which can be obtained by filtering a noisy input. The training process of N2B model can be divided into two stages:
• Initial stage: We use the blurred labels to allow the N2B model to roughly remove noise ("noise-to-blur").
• Convergence stage: The noise information output from the N2B model is added to a random clean image to generate a new "noise-to-clean" supervision. Combining clean and blurred objectives, the N2B model is divided into two parts, i.e. a denoising network and a noise extraction network. By a simple gradient interruption operation, these two networks separately serve their respective objectives, a denoising network for "noise-to-clean" and a noise extraction network for "noise-to-blur".
In the following subsections, we will introduce the details of the N2B implementation.
Initial stage
Image denoising can be interpreted as a combination of two easier sub-problems, noise removal and image content restoration. To ease learning, our N2B training handles each sub-problem sequentially. First, our N2B model aims to coarsely remove noise from the noisy input (Figure 2(a) ).
Assuming that only some unpaired noisy and clean images are available, we cannot use these data directly to learn the noise removal function. Fortunately, we can use some image prior knowledge to generate extra information for learning. Specifically, we know that noise can be easily removed by some general image filtering techniques such as mean filter, Gaussian filter, or bilateral filter. Although much high frequency image content is also filtered out, the simple filtering techniques can indeed introduce new knowledge into the denoising process. For the N2B training, the noisy observation x is first transformed into a noisefree but blurred label y b by an image filter. y b and x are the two different corruptions of the same signal y, and they can be paired to provide supervision. Given the noisy input x, the direct output of the N2B model is a noise mapñ,
where H(·) denotes the mapping function of the N2B model, θ H represents the weight parameters. The corresponding noise removal resultỹ is obtained bỹ
In this initial stage, the N2B training is guided by the following "noise-to-blur" objective,
where M is the number of training noisy images, and we adopt L 1 loss [40] for training. Since the target y b is noise-free and blurred, the N2B model learns to remove noise along with much image detail. Although the results are not satisfactory, the N2B model is indeed learning to remove noise under the guidance of the filter. This learning process can be seen as finding a good initial state for the model. On the other hand, our N2B model has no requirement for the quality of blurred labels. Therefore, any filter can be adopted as long as it can filter out noise cleanly (see Figure 3 ).
Convergence stage
Under the supervision of (3), the N2B model can learn to remove noise, but is not able to restore the lost image content. To enhance image quality while removing noise, some other supervision is therefore needed.
To this end, we observe that the N2B model can be regarded as a noise extractor. The noise mapñ (1) output by the N2B model can be further represented as
where denotes image content from the noisy input x. Note thatñ contains all the noise information n of the input noisy image x, and we can use it to generate extra knowledge. In this respect, we need some pre-collected clean images. For each noisy input x, the noise mapñ is added to a random clean image c to generate a new noisy image d = c +ñ (see Figure 2 (b)). In this way, we get a new noisy/clean image pair. At each epoch, x has a new counterpart d, they have the same noise component n, but their image content is different. Also, the label for x is blurred, while d has a clean label c. We can then use the new image pair d and c to provide a new "noise-to-clean" objective for denoising. However, noise-to-clean and noise-to-blur are contradictory; they cannot work in tandem for the same model. To solve this problem, we divide the N2B model into two parts, i.e. a denoising network (DnNet) and a noise extraction network (NENet), to serve each objective. Specifically, DnNet is guided to restore image details while removing noise by the loss,
where F (·) denotes the mapping function of the denoising network, θ F represents the weight parameters. When inputting a noisy image, the desired output of DnNet should be a noise-free and high-quality image. However, the performance of DnNet depends on its training data, i.e. d and c. Since d = c +ñ, we hope the inñ to be as weak as possible, so that d will be a more realistic noisy image. This needs to be achieved by the following NENet. The output of the NENet is a noise mapñ, so we call it a noise extraction network. NENet is guided by the "n2b" objective (3) . Specifically, we input the noisy image x to the DnNet and generate a denoising resultŷ = F (x; θ F ). Then the only input of the NENet is a new noise mapn = x −ŷ, and NENet has to try to make some changes to then to meet the "n2b" objective (3). In particular, if the gradient calculated by "n2b" objective can be propagated back to DnNet, it will force DnNet to generate a noise map with some image contentˆ of the noisy input x (i.e.n = n +ˆ ). This is because only the noise mapn contains image contentˆ , NENet can produce a blurred imageỹ = x −ñ to meet the "n2b" objective (3) by enhancing the image content in the noise map.
However, ideally the noise mapñ extracted by NENet will be mainly composed of the noise n (i.e. ≈0), so that we can obtain realistic noisy image d to train DnNet. To this end, we apply a simple gradient interruption to training. In this convergence stage,n can be propagated forward to NENet, but the gradient calculated by the "n2b" objective (3) can no longer be propagated back to DnNet. Through this gradient interruption, DnNet and NENet can work separately to serve their respective objective (i.e. DnNet for "n2c" (5) while NENet for "n2b" (3)). Now, the "n2b" objective (3) cannot inform DnNet to generate the noise map n with the image contentˆ . In addition, as the training progresses, the "n2c" objective (5) the details of the image while denoising. This means that the image detailˆ in the noise mapn generated by DnNet will gradually decay. Therefore, the information of the input noise mapn will not be sufficient to support NENet to meet the "n2b" objective (3). In other words, "noiseto-blur" (3) will be an impossible task for NENet: there is no way it can succeed in transforming a noise map (i.e. n) with little or no image contentˆ to a noise mapñ with rich image content. To avoid outputting the wrong result, all NENet can do now is fine-tune its inputn or do nothing. This causes the output of NENet to be similar to that of DnNet, i.e.ñ ≈n andỹ ≈ŷ. In turn, at each iteration, we can use a noise mapñ output by NENet with a weaker to generate a more realistic noisy image d to train the DnNet. DnNet and NENet cyclically use each other's knowledge to promote their own learning. After convergence, DnNet has the ability to restore high-quality images while removing noise. On the other hand, "n2b" (3) is an impossible task for NENet, so NENet can only learn to extract noise.
We note that, during testing, we remove NENet, and retain only DnNet to obtain the final denoising result.
Parameters settings and training details
N2B can be applied using any network architecture. We choose a simple U-Net as the denosing network for our experiments (see Figure 4 ), while the noise extraction network is composed of three 3 × 3 convolution layers with the number of feature map is 32. We use PyTorch and Adam [16] with a mini-batch size of 16 to train our model. For data augmentation, each input image is preprocessed by random cropping and random flipping. The cropped square image patches have random crop sizes from 50 to 200. These patches are then resized to 128 × 128 as input. In training, the initial stage makes up 5% of the training time, while the remaining 95% is the convergence stage.
Experiments
We evaluate the performance of Noise2Blur on several denoising tasks in this section. Our Noise2Blur results are compared to the results of several model-based and CNNbased methods. Moreover, we show that Noise2Blur is a general technique that can be applied to diverse image restoration problems, such as rain or text removal. 
Synthetic noises
To synthesize noisy images, we use 4744 natural images provided by [23] as the training set. Noisy versions of all images are generated by adding random noise sampled from different distribution. In addition, we collected another 4000 clean natural images from the Internet as a clean set for N2B training, we call it Clean4000. Note that the images in the training set are different from the images in Clean4000. To learn to remove synthetic noise, our N2B model is trained for 1000 epochs, and the first 50 epochs being the initial stage. We compare our method with several state-of-the-art denoising methods: BM3D [8] , WNNM [13] , DnCNN [38] , Noise2Noise (N2N) [22] , Noise2Void (N2V) [17] and a U-Net (see Figure 4 ) trained with paired noisy/clean images. Our test dataset is the commonly used BSD300 [26] .
Gaussian noise. We first conduct experiments on a blind Gaussian denoising. Each training example is degraded by Gaussian noise with a random standard deviation σ ∈ [0, 50]. For the N2B training, we use the bilateral filter to generate the blurred labels. Table 1 shows the output image quality for the various methods. The test noisy images are generated with two different types of noise levels, i.e. a fixed σ = 25 and a variable σ ∈ [0, 50]. As can be seen, our N2B significantly outperform the selfsupervised method (N2V) and the prior-based methods (BM3D and WNNM). Although our method is currently unable to achieve higher numerical metrics than noise2noise and fully-supervised U-Net ("noise2clean"), the results are satisfactory. In many real-world cases, the noise2noise training and fully-supervised training are often impractical, due to the lack of paired noisy/noisy or noisy/clean images. Our method can still achieve decent results in the absence of paired data, which makes it a flexible and promising option in practical application. On the other hand, we find that N2B training does not require a large amount of noisy images. Even if we only have one 512 × 512 Lena image (see Figure 3 ) with Gaussian noise σ = 25 for training, the N2B model (N2B one ) still has strong generalization. This is because our N2B training can synthesize many new noisy images online, which can be regarded as a special kind of data augmentation. Therefore, it greatly relaxes the need of pre-collected noisy images for training CNNs. We show the visual results in Figure 5 . Our method achieves promising results in removing noise and enhancing image quality.
In addition, we show the curves of the "n2b" loss (3) and "n2c" loss (5) in training to demonstrate the idea of this paper (see Figure 8 ). As can be seen, the "n2c" loss gradually converges as the training progresses. In contrast, the "n2b" loss can hardly descend in the convergence stage (50−1000 epochs). This is because the information in the inputn of the NENet is not enough to support the NENet to meet the "n2b" objective (3). On the hand, we also try to compare the denoising results generated by DnNet and NENet (i.e.ŷ andỹ). The NENet achieves an average quality of 31.00dB with σ = 25, close to 32.52dB of DnNet. This means that NENet fails to blur the image, all NENet can do is fine-tune the noise map (i.e.ñ ≈n andỹ ≈ŷ).
Speckle noise. Speckle is a granular interference that inherently degrades the quality of an active radar [1] , synthetic aperture radar [19] , and ultrasound images [33] . It is typically known as a multiplicative noise to the image y, which can be modeled using the equation x = y + n · y. n is uniformly distributed random noise with mean 0 and variance v. We synthesize noisy images for training by varying the noise variance v ∈ [0, 0.2]. Following previous publications [7, 35] , we use a coupled log and exp transforms to simplify this denoising problem. For our N2B model, a mean filter with the kernel size 35 is adopted to generate blurred labels. The results are shown in Figure 6 and Table  1 . We notice that N2N failed to handle the speckle noise, and our N2B consistently shows promising performance.
Salt & pepper noise. Salt & pepper noise can be caused by sharp and sudden disturbances in the image signal. In the disturbed image, each pixel is changed to the maximum or minimum (salt or pepper) with probability p. In our training, we vary p ∈ [0, 0.1]. For N2B model, the blurred labels are generated by a median filter with kernel size 25. Results are shown in Figure 7 and Table 1 . Our N2B results are close to those of CNNs trained with paired data. These experiments prove that our N2B can handle many types of noise. More importantly, our method does not require precollected pairs of data. This gives N2B great potential for denoising tasks where paired data is not available.
Real-world noise
We further evaluate the performance of N2B on a realworld denoising task. We perform our experiments on a benchmark dataset DND [29] . DND contains 50 highresolution images with realistic noise from 50 scenes. However, it does not provide ground truth and additional pairs of data for training. Therefore, we only compare our method with the self-supervised method N2V and the model-based method BM3D. We crop the 50 noisy images into 1000 image patches with a size 512 × 512. We randomly selected 500 image patches for training and the remaining 500 for testing. Subjective comparisons are presented in Figure 9 . As can be seen, N2V cannot handle the complicated real noise, and BM3D generates over-smoothed images. In contrast, our N2B removes noise cleanly and restores highquality images. 
Artifacts reduction in MRI
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been widely applied in clinical diagnosis, however, is limited by its long data acquisition time. One technique to accelerate MR imaging is using partial measurements for construction with proper prior knowledge called compressed sensing MRI.
Compressed sensing MRI algorithms [31] alternate between artifacts reduction in image domain and k-space correction in frequency domain iteratively. Thus developing efficient artifacts reduction methods is essential in MRI reconstruction.
Here, we aim to show that our N2B is capable for MRI artifacts reduction without the pre-collected paired data. We perform the experiments on the IXI brain scan MRI dataset [22] . This dataset contains 6000 fully sampled images with a size of 256 × 256. Since our N2B needs some unpaired noisy and clean images, we divided these 6000 images into three parts, 2500 for generating noise images, 2500 for clean set, and the remaining 1000 for testing. To generate the undersampled images [22] , each frequency point k of a MRI data is retained with a probability p(k) = e −λ|k| , or is set to zero with probability 1 − p(k). We adjust the parameter λ so that only 10% of the samples are retained to generate the undersampled image. For the N2B training, the blurred labels are generated by a median filter with a kernel size 21. Our N2B is compared with the fully-supervised U-Net ("noise-to-clean"), and the visual results are shown in Figure 10 . As can be seen, our N2B cleanly removes noise and even achieves better visual results than the fully- supervised U-Net. In addition, the U-Net gives an average of 0.832/28.10 dB in terms of SSIM and PSNR, slightly better than the N2B of 0.826/28.00 dB.
Extensions
In addition to denoising, N2B can be applied to many image restoration tasks. Similar to denoising, for other image restoration tasks, N2B does not need a priori of the image degradation process, nor does it need pre-collected paired data. Here, we show two extensions: text removal and rain removal.
Text removal. We again use the 4744 clean images from [23] to synthesize text-degraded images. This degradation contains a variety of random strings, which can be random font sizes, random colors, and random locations. During training, each pixel of training samples is degraded with a probability p ∈ [0, 0.2]. When testing, p is set to 0.1. For text removal, the blurred labels are generated by a median filter with the kernel size 35. Our N2B results are compared with U-Net trained with paired data. We show an example in Figure 11 . In addition, our N2B model yields results 0.965/34.00 dB in terms of SSIM and PSNR for the BSD300 test set, close to the U-Net of 0.981/37.76 dB.
Rain removal. Single image rain removal is an active topic in the area of low-level vision. It aims to remove rain streaks and recover a high-quality image from input. To show the effectiveness of N2B for rain removal, we perform experiments on a benckmark dataset Rain100L [34] . The Rain100L contains 1800 image pairs for training and 100 images for testing. To learn to derain, we use the median filter with a kernel size 31 to generate blurred labels. We compare N2B with a state-of-the-art derain method JORDER-E [34] . Subjective comparisons are presented in Figure 12 . 
Ablation study
How many clean images does N2B need? As discussed above, N2B can be trained with any number of noisy images. We further explore how many clean images are needed for N2B training. We perform the experiments on Gaussian noise with σ ∈ [0, 50]. The N2B model is trained multiple times, using 1, 10, 100, and 4000 clean images, respectively. We report the comparisons in Figure 13 and Table 2 . As can be seen, the number of clean images has a significant impact on the performance of N2B. The more clean images available, the better the N2B generalization. Fortunately, in practical applications, a large number of clean images is usually easy to collect.
Which image filter is better? Almost all image filters have a strong denoising ability, but the images they gen- Figure 13 . Visual results of N2B models trained using different numbers of clean images. erate are different. Here, we discuss the effects of different filters on N2B. We conduct the experiments on Gaussian noise with σ ∈ [0, 50]. 3 different methods are adopted to generate blurred labels, i.e. bilateral filter, mean filter with kernel size 31 and BM3D. The image generated by the Bilateral filter still retains obvious edges, while the mean filter removes most of the image details. In addition, BM3D can produce relatively clear and noise-free images (like shown in Figure 3 ). We report the comparisons in Table 3 . As can be seen, all the methods achieve a similar SSIM, and BM3D has a relatively higher PSNR. However, the performance gain from different methods is not obvious. Therefore, we do not recommend excessive restrictions on the choice of image filters. The only requirement is that the resulting blurred labels must be noise-free.
Does N2B require gradient interruption? To validate the necessity of gradient interruption, we designed a variant of the N2B model called N2B v , which cancels the gradient interruption operation in the convergence stage. Therefore, DnNet is affected by both "n2b" (3) and "n2c" (5) objectives. We conduct the experiments on Gaussian noise with σ ∈ [0, 50]. We report the visual comparisons in Figure 14 . As can be seen, without gradient interruption, the N2B v model can also learn to denoise, but loses a lot of image detail. In contrast, gradient interruption can effectively help DnNet focus on the "n2c" (5) objective while forcing NENet to finely extract noise. In addition, our N2B gives an average of 0.903/32.52 dB in terms of SSIM and PSNR with a noise level σ = 25, significantly outperform the N2B v of 0.647/23.43 dB.
Conclusion
We have proposed Noise2Blur (N2B), a training scheme for blind denoising. N2B enables the training of CNNs without pre-collected paired data. Using only a traditional image filter and some unpaired data, a robust denoising network can be obtained when the N2B model learns to blur the image. We have demonstrated the applicability of N2B in various denoising tasks. In the absence of paired data, N2B still shows encouraging performance. In addition, we have shown the effectiveness of our N2B to other image restoration tasks. We look forward to this method finding more applications in other areas of vision and signal recovery.
